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ABSTRACT

Schofield (1964) described the young attraptive,
verbalr.intelligent, and successful person. (YAVIS) as the tlient
preferred by,therapists. To determine the, relationship between the
sex of Client the variables often associated with the preferred ,

client, and selection as client by male and female therapists,
. doctoral candidatv in Clinical Psychology (four males, BO females-)

read case summaries of 24 clients and rated' their_prefere0e for
wórkiing with each client. Both sexes agreed on ratings aSOigned to
6li4ats, viewing female clients as more disturbed and asil!onger-termA

th4an wales. Therapists of both sexes preferred tccsee !AVIS
-clients. Therapists felt'more comfortable with same-sex Clients,
;showing preference for specific client characteristics ,in'clients of

the.same set, tut wanted clients of the opposite sex ithofit the
preferred cli,ept stereotype. (lkuthor/NRB)
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'The Relationship Between Client Characteristics

and Therapists' Selection of'Clients

A 1

. f.
There are a Apill4er of vari,ables which have been asspciated with

J.

Ahe preferred client. Schofield (1964) described the young, attractive,

-verbal, intelligent, and successful person--the YAVIS--as being the

,client whom therawists most preferred tO see. .Davis, Cook, Jennings,

and Heck (1977)'found that the preferred client was more capable of

abstract thinking than the nonPlreferred client.- The preferred client

has been shown to beeaccepting of treatment, spontaneous, not disturbed. /00

anlea good candidate for long-term psychotherapy. ,The preferred dlient
.

has also been seen as having a good progndOs.

In addition to the variables just mentioned, sex of.client has,been

#fouhd to be an important determinant in therapists' choice of whom they

would most prefer to see. Recently, Shullman and Betz (1979) fouhd that

intake counselors referred clients.to.same-sex,therapists significantly

more often than to opposite-sex. therapist9. 4take'counselors,werlta1to

more likely to keep clients.of their own:Sex for therapy.

Our study the'refore sought to determine the relationship between the

sex of client, the variables often associated with the preferred client,

1 and selection as a client by male and female therapists. The study took

place-in i,naturalistic setting which provided us with tile opportunity of,

fnvestigating the preferences of therapists for clients having particular

characteristics in an uniObtruiive way.
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Therapists were 10 post-masters, doctoral candidates in Clinical

psychologY (four males and six females) who were fulfilling their

psychotherapy practicumCreqUirements at the university counseling

center. -Ratings of client characteristics ware mat by ten male and

six female beginning graduate-clinicians who were not working in the

counseling center it the time:

Procedure
a

I

Twenty-four treatment summaries of clients (11 males and 13 females)

who had been in therapy and. who expresSed a desire to continue treatmentn)-

during the following academic year Were used. The type-written-summaries
A

mere approximately a page to a page-and:a-half long, and provided general

summaries of the prevlous treaent and clients' dynamics.

The theripists were invited to the counseling eenter.to read the

case summaries arod to rate their preferencp for working with each client'

on e six-potnt btpolar preference scale ranging from least preferred (1)

to most preferred (6). As far as possible, clients were assigned

theraPists accov'ding'to therapists' expressed preferences.

To obtach meures of client characteristies, beginning graduate

students in clinical psychology who were not working in the counseling

center at the time were asked to rate each'client on 10 scales each

having six points labelled with the following poiaritie: physically

attractive/physically unattractive, nonverbal/verbal, intelligent/Un-

I
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intelligent, unsuccessfulfsuccessful, thinks abstractly/thinks concretely

not sPontaneous/spon taneous, actepting of treatment/resisting pTatment,

poor prognosis/good prognosis, not disturbed/disturbed, and short-term

"client/king-term client. To control for possible response set bias, the

rating scales were counterbaTanced so that the more attractive pole was

alternated. Raters were told that the experimenters were interested in

client-tharacteristics as derived from written material and that ail

ratings would be confidential. The therapists themselve were not asked

to rate clients to control for the posSible influence of rating behamior

on choice of client or vice versa.,

Results and Discussion

The.design aed permitted the following questions: (1) Do males

and females differentially rate clients of both loxes? (2) Is there a
A

relationship between client attributes and therapists' expressed prefer-
.

ence for working with a client? (3) Is ihere a relationship between

therapist's sex and preference for Working with clients crf particular

sex-and attributes'? and (4) Do 7:)e and female therapists have differ-
,

ing preferences for the two client sexes?

First, do males and females differentially rate clients of both

sexes? Our.findings show Abat raters of both sexe's agreed on the ratings
I

assigned to clients. 'However, raters of both sexes sat/ female clirs as

significantly more disturbed ti6n male clients (F (1,14) = 15.08, jp_<:..01).

Raters also saw female clients as significantly more in need of long-term

therapy ihan male clients (F (1,14) = 26.11, p_ \Most counseling

411.
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center clients are seep on a short-ter6 6asis, and long-term p'sxcho--

thetal;y clients are generaity felt to be mei1isturbed. These find-

ings.are in keeptng with ihoe of Darle'y 1937) who found that women

college students were seen as more maladjusted than.mato college

:)

students when interyiewed by two .experienced counselors. Collins and

Sedlacek (1974) found that female clients a a university counseling

center were vfewed as having emotional confticts more frequently ihan

...------, male clients.

The reasons 'women are perceived as more disturbed,than men are

, difficu t to deteivine in the present,sutdy. Because the study was
.

' done in the naturalistie environment, sex and pathology were confound: .

ed. The women could have beep viewed 6s more disturbed bacause of a

stereotype that mayhave existed. There is the possibility that women

clients in this studymere indeed mire disturbed independent of sexor

perhaps, some combination of stereiltype and pathology could have,pro-
.

duced the ratings. ,Research on prohlems.endorsed by college students

has found that.females consistently admit having more problems than

males. ,This research suggests that 'the college 4pe'rience may be more
f-.

stressful for women. The conclusions drawd by Anne Anastasi over 20

years ago may slill apply.today. She:said, "The greater equalization

of education and the.., admission of women to certain predominantly

'maSculine' Occupations,.wAhout removal'of other sources of frustration:

d discrimination, may incr6ise rather than decrease conflict and ,

No.

maladjustment."
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Anotherpossible explanation for college women being Viewed as

More disturbed than college men is that women have been founcrto dis-

close significantly more than,men which could result in'their being

seen as more maladjkisted: ,However, rather: than being unhealthy,

admitting problems may reflect an ability to face problems.

The answer to our second question: Is tt)ere a relationship bet-

ween client attributes and therapists' expressed-preference for working

with a client? was "Yes." The average rating of each client on each,of

the 10 characteristics was correlated with the average therapist prefer-

ence for each client. Therapist preference was.significantly and posi-

tively related, to clietwphysical attractiveness (r = .42, p_

verbal fluenc; (r = .50, El_<.05),intelligence (r = .55,

successfulness (r P .50, f,...05), and ability,to think abstract:1i

(r = .50, k, < .05). Therapists also, preferred clients who were seen as

having a good)prognosis = ,49, .05).

.Spontarieity "and acceptance of lieatment were unrelated to being

chosen as a client. It would seem tftatithe relative inexperience of

the therapcsts used.in this study could account for the lack of signif-

icance of the spontaneity wfdable. Inexperienced therapi,sts are

sOMetimes distressed by too much spontaneity, and often verbtalize the

desire few a textbook kind of experience where the client will not
4

discuss,anything too unexpected. Since the summaries used in the

present study were treatment Summaries,lhe clients had already accepted

treatment, and, therefore, acceptance.of treatment was unrelted to

'being chosen ag a'client.

- :
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Our third'question copcerned the-relationship between therapist's -

sex and preference for working with clients of _particular sex and

attri utes. We investigated this' relationship I, averaging, for\epch

client, the preference ratings of the tt;erapists of both sexes over the

ratings of each of the 10 characteristics; Pearson'Product Moment 4

correlatioroefficients between- therapist pref4rence and the attribu-
.

tienal statements were obtained. The correlation coefficients were

computed separately for each client and therapist sex, and are presented.

in Table 1.4i,

.

The signiftcant correlations in Table l'present an interesting

,picture. Female therapiSts preferred that their female 'clients be

short-term cases. This isItn-icdfltrast to their preferences for male

client's who were physically attractive, verbal, intelligent, and success-

. ful. It seems that:female therapists(mayrhave felt comfortable with the

\l-dea of.seeing female clients no matter what their-characteristics. On

the other hand, the female thevpist may have been less comfortable at

'the prospect of seeirig male clients, and therdore, they chose,male

clients whd fit ere stereotype of the prferred YAVIS client.

Male therapiAs had po preferences for male clients with particular

charac ristics.' Howeve)-, males preferred their fe'Male clients to be

(
short-term, less disturbed, and have a good' prognosis.. This friding -

indicates that males, like females, were more comfortable doing therapy

with same-sex clients.
Nor1

8
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Finally, to determine'if therapists Nrildiffering pteferences for

clients depending on therapist and client.sex, the average preference

ratings for male clients and female clients were analyzed by mean's of

an analysis of variance in which Sex'of Therapist and,Sex.of Client

were the two factors. *The main effects and interaction.were not signifi-

.cant at criWntional levels. The Sex of Client main effect,.hoWever,

approached significance, with female clients being preferred (F (1,8)

= 3.65; 2. .10). The interaction reflected,a tendency for female

'therapists to'prefer female clients while male therapisis demonstrated

no such preference (F.(1,8) = 4.75, IV .10). In fact,'the main effect

4seems to be explicable in terms of the foibles' preference,for female

clients. This tendency may reflect a sensttivity on the part of women

therapists to the problems presented by other women. The present res-ults
.

..
are in keeping\with the- finding of Shullmtin and Betz 0979) that thera--

Y .

pists preferred to work with same-sex clients.

1,

aw

--

In summ y, college women were seen as more disturbed than college

men in the pri-it stu4. Therapists generally chose clients whliehad
.4-

preferred characteristics. Therapists chose to/4Work yOth same-sex

%clidnts regardless of the characteristics the clients possessed. However,

, female therapists prefeNted YAWS male clients, and male therapists pre-

4

ferred hon-disturbe'di short-term female-clients who had a good prognosis.

These findings were seen assan indication of therapists' comfort'with

same-stx clients.

-*7
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'Table 1

Pearson Product Moment-Correlation Coefficients Between.Therapists' Ratings

of Preferences for elients and Various Client Characteristics for Each Client

and Therapist Sex.

Client

Male Clients Female Clients

Male FeMale Male Female

Characteristic Therapists Therapists , Therapists Therapists

Physically attractive

,Verbal

Intelligent

Successful

Abstract thinking

Spontaneous

Accepting of therapy

Positive prognosi's
a

Not disturbed

Short-tern

.07

.56

.38

.61*

..69*

*.67*

we,

.51

.20

.53

.43

.19

.38

.31 .69* .47 .$8

.57 .60, .26 .14

-.29 .28 .18 145

.31 .59 .18 .32

.38 .57 57*
. .47

N.

.36 .55 .57* .53

.46, .38 .56* .67* .

* n .05t
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